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Figure 1: ‡ Stereo consistent abstraction with different styles. Based on the same stereoscopic image, our framework
renders various different styles such that the effect is consistent for the left and right image. Source image: [GR08]
‡ Figures marked with this icon are best examined on-screen with red(left)-cyan(right) anaglyph glasses.

Abstract
Creating an animation based on video footage (rotoscoping) often requires significant manual work. For mono-
scopic videos diverse publications already feature (semi-)automatic techniques to apply non-photorealistic im-
age abstraction (NPR) to videos. This paper addresses abstraction of 3D stereo content minimizing stereoscopic
discomfort in images and videos. We introduce a completely autonomous framework that enhances stereo and
temporal consistency. Stereoscopic coherence with consistent textures for both eyes is produced by warping the
left and right images into a central disparity domain followed by mapping them back to the left and right view.
Smooth movements with reduced flickering are achieved by considering optical flow in the propagation of abstract
features between frames. The results show significant improvements of stereo consistency without discomforting
artifacts in the depth perception. We extend existing stroke based rendering (SBR) for higher accuracy at strong
image gradients. Furthermore, we demonstrate that our stereo framework is easily applicable to other point-based
abstraction styles. Finally, we evaluate the stereo consistency of our results in a small user study and show that
the comfort of the visual appearance is maintained.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Viewing algorithms I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—
Animation I.3.m [Computer Graphics]: Miscellaneous—Visual arts

1. Introduction

Rotoscoping is a traditional animation technique which al-
lows the animator to use real video footage as basis for his
artistic abstraction process. The goal is to keep proportions
and movements of the captured scenery in the animation
physically correct. Previous work already featured methods

† This work has been partially funded by the DFG Emmy Noether
fellowship (Le 1341/1-1).

for artistic stylization of images and even animations; some-
times still based on human interaction to determine impor-
tant image regions or to draw whole key frames manually.
NPR-methods that work for single images are not trivially
applicable to stereoscopic footage nor to animations because
abstracted results must stay consistent in stereo and over
time. Both consistency constraints form the key issues to
ensure visual comfort. In order to address those challeng-
ing constraints, we now introduce a completely autonomous
framework with the following main contributions:
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Central Warp: Abstracting stereoscopic images individu-
ally leads to left-right inconsistencies which can result in
very uncomfortable depth perception artifacts. As solution
for stereo consistent image abstraction, we propose the Cen-
tral warp, which empowers our process to extract depth in-
formation before the stylization and to reintroduce dispari-
ties just before rendering.

Optical Flow Warp: In order to render an animation with
smooth movements, two succeeding frames must not dif-
fer too much. Therefore, our framework maintains tempo-
ral consistency with an optical flow warp. Abstracted image
information from one frame is warped to its successor and
automatically corrected where necessary.

Dual Stroke: As improvement to the abstraction style we
chose for demonstration (SBR), we introduce the dual stroke.
This technique allows a more accurate representation of
strong image gradients. Dual strokes increase the overall
achievable sharpness impression of the rendering and, thus,
lower the need for incremental SBR refinements.

Our proposed stereoscopic rotoscoping process causes only
marginal interference with established image abstraction
workflows. While focusing on the expressionistic SBR-style
(Figure 1 (a)) to demonstrate stereo and temporal consistent
rotoscoping, we present other compatible abstraction meth-
ods (Figure 1 (b-d)) in Section 4. However, any other point
based abstraction method can be applied easily.

1.1. Related Work

The concept of rotoscoping was patented by Max Fleischer
[Fle17] and brought to a wider audience in Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs [HMD37]. First manual rotoscopings were
realized by backprojecting single film frames on frosted
glass while tracing it with pen and paper. As artistic style
of abstraction, our work employs popular SBR approaches
proposed by Litwinowicz [Lit97], Hertzmann [Her98], and
Hays and Essa [HE04]. We adapted the paint texture sim-
ulation proposed by Hertzmann [Her02] to become motion
and stereo compatible. Besides real footage, we also allow
for synthetic input data to explore stereo quality.

In contrast to interactive systems, e.g., Kim et al. [KWL13]
provide a manual framework based on still images, we aim
at a completely autonomous rotoscoping framework. Hertz-
mann and Perlin [HP00] studied the difficulties of naive ap-
plication of painterly abstraction to animation. Their initial
approach uses the stroke mesh of a previous frame as ba-
sis and to overdraw regions which became defective due
to motion. They also proposed the use of optical flow to
warp strokes to consecutive frames. Another automated ap-
proach for time consistent stroke based animation rendering
was proposed by Collomosse et al. [CRH05]. Instead of user
based labeling, some interactive systems employ color based
image segmentation with the option of interactive refinement
for the motion prediction. However, our approach does not

employ segmentation but extends the usage of motion vec-
tors from optical flow estimation. All our strokes are warped
with their according motion vectors to match the next frame;
the majority passes automated sanity checks. Therefore, only
a few areas require corrections with new strokes which are
properly incorporated to the rendering hierarchy during cre-
ation. Furthermore, our strokes smoothly blend in and out
using variable opacity [HE04].

Besides the SBR, we utilize additional styles of abstraction to
demonstrate the application independence of our framework.
The cartoonish posterization style was inspired by [Sab97,
WOG06, LMY∗13]. Whereas Sabiston’s software [Sab97]
interpolates between manually drawn keyframes, we use k-
Means vector quantization to realize the color clustering. In-
stead of applying pixel-based filters to the image as Win-
nemöller et al. [WOG06], our approach is point and contour
based and extracts vectorizable image information. Similar
to Haeberli [Hae90] and Hausner [Hau01], our third NPR
style creates mosaics using Voronoi-cells.

Richardt et al. [RŚDD11] stated that deviations between the
left and right image of a stereoscopic image pair cause dis-
comfort for the viewer. Applying NPR approaches naively
to both stereo images individually introduces stereo incon-
sistency and disturbs the subjective depth impression of the
result. Stavrakis and Gelautz [SG05] handled this issue for
stereo consistent painterly renderings with a layer based vice
versa stroke warping approach, while occluded areas are cor-
rected. Similarly, Northam et al. [NAK12] introduced an ap-
proach to decompose the stereoscopic image into discretized
disparity layers as basis for the painterly reproduction. With
the removal of the occluding object and information from
both image views, occluded areas are restored within their
distinct depth layer. However, those layer based approaches
are not suitable for temporal consistency. Therefore, we fo-
cus on point based methods directly within our monoscopic
space. Inspired by the work of Bleyer et al. [BGRR09] to
generate artificial left and right views, our approach reestab-
lishes disparity after the abstraction process, which works
well for many abstraction styles. Further, the publication of
Lang et al. [LHW∗10] targets the remapping of stereoscopic
content for different display situations. In contrast to their
approach with sparse stereo correspondences, we employ
frame sized disparity maps for our Central warp.

1.2. Overview

First, depth information is extracted from the stereoscopic
input serving as the basis for the Central warp (Sect. 2) to
create a monoscopic image space. For this space, desired
NPR-methods are generalized to point based vectorizations.
The inverse disparity warp is applied on the abstracted point
sets to render left and right views. We achieve temporal con-
sistency (Sect. 3) by using optical flow motion vectors to
propagate point sets to succeeding frames. We provide ex-
amples for NPR-methods and extensions (Sect. 4).
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2. Stereo Consistency

In this section, we analyze the concept of stereoscopic imag-
ing and state the main challenge for NPR-methods, namely
to abstract and to render stereo consistent images.

2.1. Depth and Disparity

The human visual system judges distance to an object based
on a variety of depth cues. However, the main depth cue ex-
ploited in stereoscopic imaging is retinal disparity, which
is the relative offset of a feature projected on the viewers
retinas. This retinal disparity is induced by image disparity,
showing a feature with different horizontal offset in both im-
ages, presented individually to the left and right eye of the
observer. In the simplest case, a stereo image can be cap-
tured by two parallel aligned cameras with a small horizontal
offset (the baseline). From those two images the image dis-
parity can be computed by measuring the distance between
the positions of a feature in the left and the right image. We
use the OpenCV implementation of Hirschmüller’s SGBM-
algorithm [Hir08] to compute image disparity.

Definitions: For the following sections, let a stereoscopic
image I = (L,R) be defined as a left and right image, shot
or, rendered from two distinct view points. These two images
correspond to the left and right eye of the observer. For a
stereoscopic image two disparity maps are defined:

DL→R = disparityMap(L,R)
DR→L = disparityMap(R,L)

(1)

One map holds the offset values from left to right (DL→R)
and one holds the values from right to left (DR→L).

Challenges: In terms of NPR stereo consistency, a stereo-
scopic image addresses similar challenges as two temporal
succeeding frames: Abstracted representations of the same
object must not differ fundamentally over time nor in stereo.
Independently extracted information for L and R typically
results in two dissimilar images. Furthermore, the computa-
tional costs to handle both images separately would effec-
tively double. Therefore, we formulate an approach to sepa-
rate stereo information from the image before the abstraction
and combine it again for rendering by introducing the con-
cept of a monoscopic warp.

2.2. Stereo Merging with the Central Warp

Along with the computation of DL→R and DR→L, the aver-
aged monoscopic imageM is initialized by:

M=
warp(L, DL→R

2 )+warp(R, DR→L
2 )

2
(2)

The disparity values in DL→R and DR→L are scaled by 1
2

and used for warping. With these scaled disparity values, the
images L and R are central-warped into monoscopic space
M, each side providing 50% of color information per pixel.
The image abstraction process is applied onM.

DL→R DR→L D−1

L R M

L′ R′ M′

Monoscopic AbstractionInverse Warp

Central Warp

Figure 2: Equations 2, 4 visualized on a synthetic stereo im-
age with ground truth disparity. Source images: [ROD∗10]

Scaling the warp values is necessary since the disparity of
a pixel denotes the total offset to its equivalent in the other
image. A warp with full disparity would result in artificial
left and right images:

L ≈ warp(R,DR→L) R≈ warp(L,DL→R) (3)

The listed warp(im,D) function implements a forward map-
ping of the first argument, the image im, using Lanczos inter-
polation. Offset values for each pixel in the image are pro-
vided as second argument by the disparity map D. During
the warp occurring occlusions are resolved with the dispar-
ity values itself. Higher absolute disparity of a pixel denotes
higher priority and, thus, keeps it staying visible. Occurring
undefined regions are replenished with the lowest absolute
disparity of valid adjacent areas.

To be able to regain a stereoscopic result after the abstrac-
tion, the inverse operation is applied to results of M. The
inverse D−1 of the monoscopic remap function is created by
merging the disparity maps with the value-scaled versions of
themselves:

D−1 =
warp(DL→R,

DL→R
2 )+warp(−DR→L,

DR→L
2 )

2
(4)

Furthermore, the sign of one disparity map has to be in-
verted, so that they can be averaged; otherwise they would
cancel out each other when summed. A remap with the in-
verse D−1 reestablishes stereo consistent versions of every
element from M. This can be applied to any abstracted
point-based image information orM itself:

L′ = warp(M′,D−1) R′ = warp(M′,−D−1) (5)

The described steps from Equations 2 and 4 are illustrated
as the Central Warp in Figure 2. L′ andR′ are the synthetic
stereoscopic results, created fromM′ and D−1.
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Figure 3: Two SBR sequences showing every 3rd frame. First row: Temporal inconsistency results in a different pattern in each
frame. Second Row: Consistent rendering due to our motion warp with optical flow data. Source images: [Aal12]

3. Temporal Consistency

The main challenge in creating a temporal smooth sequence
consists in rendering the SBR-animation without flickering.
We employ the approach of Hertzmann and Perlin [HP00] to
use optical flow information and incremental corrections for
animating our stroke meshes.

3.1. Motion Warp

Processing every frame of a video stream individually is nei-
ther efficient nor would it result in a smooth animation. Even
small noise-like differences from frame to frame can pro-
duce different stroke meshes, caused by a slightly different
interpretation of the gradients. An example is given in Fig-
ure 3. If stroke meshes of two succeeding frames are too dif-
ferent to each other, the animation will begin to flicker. To
prevent this, the stroke mesh is warped with motion vectors
based on the estimated optical flow from the source video.
Hays and Essa [HE04] implemented motion in their stroke
mesh by only moving anchorpoints and adapting the angles
of straight strokes. However, we need to shift multiple points
with distinct 2D motion vectors to warp one stroke. Thus, the
optical flow map is used as a lookup table providing indi-
vidual offsets for each of the strokes points. As non-pixel-
accurate optical flow estimations can lead to defaced and
wrinkled strokes, motion vectors are median filtered over a
set of three points along the stroke. Besides, the validity of
a stroke is checked after each warp. A stroke does not qual-
ify for further use if any of its validity criteria is violated.
Criteria thresholds are defined for the mean color difference
between the stroke’s initial color and the sampled color of its
new position, the total change of the stroke’s length (±25%),
and the change in disparity of stroke points.

3.2. Fadings

In order to replace old strokes that became invalid, new
strokes are established. The occurrence of new strokes or the

removal of invalid ones can be smoothed with fading. There-
fore, the alpha value of a stroke is altered over time.

3.3. Optical Flow

For our bidirectional approach, we need to buffer all re-
quired frames before the abstraction process. The OpenCV
implementation of Farnebäck’s algorithm for two-frame mo-
tion estimation [Far03] is applied recursively on the buffered
frames. The recursion implies the use of flown−1→n for the
computation of flown→n+1. This step is also applied to the
frame stack in reversed order. To ensure a more reliable and
robust motion vector estimation, the in-order flow and the
reverse-order flow are combined accordingly.

4. Rotoscoping Methods

The presentation of stereo consistent results with different
abstraction styles indicates the applicability of our frame-
work to a whole class of NPR-techniques. Although, we
mainly utilized SBR-methods and their extensions, we also
provide examples for more styles of abstraction. The main
feature that the presented NPR-techniques have in common
is, that they are vectorizable in the sense of being point-
based. Image data is extracted and rendered in different ways
but the core of abstracted information is handled as multiple
sets of points. The following extraction methods take place
in mono-image space, obeying our framework principles in-
troduced in Section 2.

4.1. Stroke Based Rendering with Dual Stroke

For our version of SBR we extend the work of Hertzmann
[Her98] and Hays and Essa [HE04] with a dual stroke tech-
nique. The dual stroke is a different geometric rendering-
interpretation of a single stroke that simply renders two dif-
ferent colored strokes instead of one to draw a gradient. This
technique is illustrated in Figure 4. For each stroke point,
two new points are placed on both sides of the stroke with
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Singular Stroke Dual Stroke

Figure 4: The first row compares exemplary renderings from
both stroke types. The drawings in the second row visual-
ize the different geometric constructions for the same set of
points (P0,P1,P2, . . .). Source Image: [Tak09]

radial distance. These new points are positioned perpendicu-
lar to the Catmull-Rom-tanget of their origin. It emphasizes
fine details, allows more accurate renderings and, therefore,
results in less incremental correction steps. Contrary to intu-
ition, the improved result on the right in Figure 4 is achieved
with less computation-costs (∼ 50%) compared to the left
image. We use a set of multiple points to define curved brush
strokes. Our inverse stereo warp in Section 2.2 and the opti-
cal flow warp in Section 3.1 operate on these sets of points.
The fast paint-texture concept of Hertzmann [Her02] is also
used in some of our examples (e.g., Figure 1 (a)).

4.2. More Abstraction Styles

Diffusion Curves: Inspired by Orzan et al. [OBB∗13] and
Pérez et al. [PGB03], we additionally experimented with
diffusion curves as extension to SBR. Color information is
only given along spline-like curves and smoothly interpo-
lated over the enclosed canvas area. Therefore, dual strokes
are drawn with a radius and radial offset of only 1 pixel. The
blank regions between the colored pixels are interpolated. A
stereo consistent rendering of SBR based diffusion curves is
shown in Figure 1 (b).

Posterization: In order to generate a posterization effect, we
cluster regions of similar RGB color using k-Means vec-
tor quantization. Figure 1 (c) illustrates an example of this
style. The outer silhouettes of emerging color-clusters are
approximated with polygonal contours containing at least
three points. The stereo warp in Section 2.2 operates on these
sets of points. Figure 6 features this NPR-style and compares
naive depth-disturbed results to our stereo consistent render-
ings. Temporal consistency with the optical flow warp would
be possible with more accurate optical flow estimations. Al-

ternatively, we reuse the k centers from frame fn as base for
the quantization of frame fn+1.

Mosaic Tiles: This artistic abstraction method creates deco-
rative mosaic images extending the approach proposed by
Hausner [Hau01]. In the stereo consistent example (Fig-
ure 1 (d)), the regions between the tiles are filled up, leading
to a similar expression as in mosaic glass-windows. For this
style, the stereo warped set of points (Section 2.2) contains
only one point which is the center position of a tile. For tem-
poral consistency, the optical flow warp would disturb the
desired relaxed distribution of tiles in the mosaic. Therefore,
tiles roughly keep their position, only re-sample their color
and reorient according to one of the next frames.

5. Discussion

We discuss our results on several video frames as well as on
stereoscopic photographs. More examples are shown in the
attached supplemental material.

5.1. Analogies in Abstraction Methods

The common feature of all methods presented in Section 4
are the sets of points. Points are created in the averaged dis-
parity domain, described in Section 2.2. A point’s disparity
offset is queried from the averaged disparity map and will re-
position it temporarily for stereo consistent rendering. Since
every point is treated individually, the formulation, handling
and cardinality of point sets are not relevant with respect to
the stereo warp. However, the desired method of abstraction
should allow an intermediate step between extraction and
rendering, where the stereo warp can be executed.

5.2. Data and Parameters

Stereoscopic Input Data: Stereoscopic datasets created for
education and research are quite suitable for computer vision
benchmarking, since they often provide most valid stereo in-
formation. We experimented with stereoscopic photographs,
cinematographic stereo footage and various publicly avail-
able clips we retrieved from YouTube. Our processing han-
dles stereoscopic side-by-side images and videos of any
common resolution. Comparing synthetic to real footage,
one noticeable difference is the achievable precision of sup-
plementary computations as optical flow and disparity maps.
In the attached supplementary video material, one can ob-
serve the effect of varying optical flow accuracy, comparing
renderings from synthetic and real footage.

Tunable Parameters: Good parameters for the OpenCV
implementations like disparity and optical flow computation
were determined heuristically as they largely depend on the
source material. A critical issue, regarding our temporal con-
sistency approach is the fading time of strokes: If the fading-
time is too short, subjects complain about stroke popping
artifacts. However, too long in-fading can leave canvas areas
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uncovered from strokes whereas too long out-fading smears
invalid old strokes. Thus, we chose 2 frames for in- and 4
frames for out-fading in most examples.

5.3. Results

Stereo consistency: For the example shown in Figure 5, we
chose standard disparity estimation as measure for the stereo
inconsistency errors. L1 and R1 were abstracted indepen-
dently without our consistency approach. By comparing L1

L1 R1 D1

L2 R2 D2

Figure 5: Left and center column: Li andRi from a stereo-
scopic frame. Right column: Derived disparity Map. Top
row: SBR without stereo consistency. Bottom row: SBR with
our consistency approach. Source images: [GR08]

and R1, one can observe the different stroke meshes, espe-
cially on the bunny’s torso. Furthermore, the defected dispar-
ity map D1 visualizes the lost consistency due to individual
processing. L2 and R2 show our stereo consistent render-
ings and the resulting valid disparity map D2.

L′individual R′individual

L′consistent R′consistent

Figure 6: Stereo consistent posterization. As pointed out in
the marked areas, the naive individual abstraction in the up-
per rendering lacks of consistency. Our results in the bottom
row are stereo consistent. Source image: [Fro12]

Colored ellipses mark the clearly visible differences between
L′individual andR′individual in the posterization renderings of
Figure 6. The individual abstractions in the top row contain
contours of different shape and color, whereas the contours
in our renderings (bottom row) are consistent.

The source photograph in Figure 7 was chosen for its high
stereo quality. Only small glitches are observable, most ob-
vious on the left and right image borders. The stroke mesh
tends to become inconsistent due to small disparity impre-
cision. We attribute visible problems at depth discontinuities
to both, incorrect depth estimations as well as averaging over
foreground and background pixels. Further, this rendering
demonstrates how our approach handles depth in reflections,
e.g., where the building is mirrored in parts of the ponds
surface. In scenarios with semi-transparent or refracting ob-
jects, 3D points of different depths blend together in one
pixel. Our Central warp operates in image space with one
depth value per pixel and reproduces such effects based on
the computed disparity input. Thus, as long as the disparity
is correctly detected, such view dependent effects are also
reproduced correctly.

Figure 7: SBR rotoscoping with paint texture of a
stereoscopic photograph featuring stereo consistent reflec-
tions on the water surface. Source image: [Pow14]

Temporal consistency: Our apporach of temporal consis-
tency already includes considerable saving of computation
time. Due to our motion vector warp, only small parts in
a new frame need to be corrected. Besides, optical flow
computation is relatively cheap compared to the retracing
of a complete frame. Our footage for the stereoscopic
rotoscoping involved smooth camera movement and various
moving objects/ characters in the scene. Still, the necessary
corrections caused fluctuation of about only 5% of all
strokes. The majority of 95% was successfully warped
each frame and needed no replacement. Figure 3 compares
the naive SBR-animation approach (top row) with our
successful stroke propagation results (bottom row). Some
examples of the provided supplementary video material
feature more temporal consistency than others. Most likely,
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one will notice a difference between real camera source
material and synthetic footage, which provides the more
accurate motion estimations. Therefore, renderings from
real footage often require more automated corrections.
Too rapidly alternating corrections of the same region can
become visible as uncovered canvas areas as well as strokes
that fade in or out too quickly. Furthermore, if optical
flow maps are fuzzy around object borders, strokes from
the background will be moved along too and might cause
disturbing halos around the moving objects.

Evaluation of stereo comfort: In a small user study,
we evaluated the general comfort of our stereo consistency
results on a 3D display with shutter glasses. Therefore,
we generated random subsets containing original, stereo
consistent, and stereo inconsistent versions of stereo images.
30 participants rated the test images in a certain subset on
a 5 point comfort scale from 1 (“sick”) to 5 (“super”). The
original images scored µ = 4.55 (σ = 0.66), the consistent
renderings µ = 3.71 (σ = 0.95), and the inconsistent
versions µ = 2.10 (σ = 0.93). In average, our stereo
consistent SBR renderings show higher comfort values than
the inconsistent versions of the test images. However, as
expected, our stereo consistent results retrieved slightly
lower comfort scores than the original images. Overall, the
relatively high values of the consistent images indicate that
our algorithm generates renderings with a very comfortable
stereo appearance. Generally, we experienced disparity
offsets ≥ 10% of the image’s width as very discomforting;
in anaglyph as well as on autostereocopic displays.

Applicability: As mentioned before, our framework sup-
ports a powerful stereo solution for multiple styles of anima-
tion. Figure 1 compares the results of four different render-
ing styles. All are rendered stereo consistent with our frame-
work. Further, Figure 6 illustrates a direct comparison of the
posterization results. The upper row shows inconsistent in-
dividual abstractions of a stereoscopic image. The results in
the bottom row were created with our stereo consistency ap-
proach. Colored ellipses denote obvious differences in the
upper images which are resolved in the bottom row.

5.4. Performance and Limitations

As explained in Section 2.2, information from both stereo
images is combined during the Central warp. Thus, in stereo-

Figure 8: Occlusion example. From left to right: Whole im-
age, zoom in of example image, same zoom of source im-
age. Despite small artifacts along the silhouette, the overall
stereo appearance is maintained. Source images: [GR08]

vision occurring dis- and occlusions are averaged as well.
Figure 8 illustrates an example with high disparity at certain
boundaries. Zooming in shows resulting ghosting artifacts in
disoccluded areas. However, considering the whole image,
those artifacts are barely noticeable.

Figure 9 illustrates a comparison of our results to the stereo
consistent SBR approach of Northam et al. [NAK12]. Al-
though both SBR results show small artifacts in different
parts of the image, they are comparable in terms of stereo
consistency. Besides, contrarily to the layer based approach,
our work also supports temporal consistency.

Figure 9: Stereo consistency comparison. From left
to right: Original image [HS07], result by Northam et al.
[NAK12], our approach. Although both SBR results have
some artifacts, they are comparable in stereo consistency.

The depth accuracy of our rendering largely depends on the
precision of the disparity estimation of the underlying mate-
rial. Modern stereo correspondence algorithms still tend to
contain areas with errors and inaccurate object boundaries.
We share the position of Northam et al. [NAK12], that this
field of computer vision still has potential for improvement.
Achieved results could be improved by more accurate dis-
parity estimations, as well as more precise optical flow maps.
One can compare the results for synthetic and real source
footage in our supplementary video material. Our SBR on
synthetic footage moves more steady than on real footage
because the motion estimation is more precise or based on
ground truth data.

The implementation of our framework is realized in Python
under use of OpenCV and NumPy. Performance is improved
due to vectorizable NumPy arrays and CPU multithreading
for the stroke extraction and warping. A complete Full-HD
frame (SBR in 3840×1080p) is created in 120-180 seconds
(8×2.9GHz). This does not scale linearly for an animation,
as the majority of strokes is reused. The extraction and warp-
ing process would benefit from a proper GPU port.

6. Conclusion

Our approach combines and extends existing methods for
painterly image and video abstraction to automatically han-
dled stereoscopic footage. Thereby, stereo and temporal con-
sistency as well as visual comfort are maintained.

For stereoscopic rotoscoping we extract depth information
from the stereoscopic image, merge both views into an av-
erage monoscopic view, abstract a single image, and warp
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the abstracted information back into both views before ren-
dering. Combined with improved temporal smoothing we
can render painterly-style stereoscopic animations smoothly
without major flickering nor unpleasing depth perception ar-
tifacts. The same framework can be easily applied to a range
of different abstraction styles, as we demonstrated in some
examples. More cartoonish styles, vectorization or even in-
teractive rotoscoping techniques could be realized on stereo-
scopic footage with our stereo framework.

As improvement to existing SBR methods, our introduced
dual stroke construction decreases the workload of necessary
refinements by increasing the achieved precision. A more
accurate representation of strong edges and fine details also
allows the rendering of stroke meshes in the same size of the
source image, without the mandatory upscaling.
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